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Factory Obscura Presses PLAY on Mix-Tape  
Local art collective unveils 6,000-square-foot permanent immersive art experience...and 

they’re just getting started. 

Oklahoma City, OK, August 2019 — Factory Obscura, the art collective responsible for multiple 

temporary, immersive art experiences across Oklahoma City, announces the Phase 2 opening of its wildly 

popular Mix-Tape experience. On September 21 the collective will unveil a 6,000-square-foot, hand-

crafted, immersive art experience at its first permanent location on 9th Street in Automobile Alley.

Since opening Phase 1 in March of this year – which included an oversized, interactive boombox 

and eclectic, art-inspired gift shop – more than 30 Factory Obscura artists have been at work hand-

crafting a full-sensory experience based on the classic American art form that is the mixtape.

“The experience unfolds through multiple spaces designed around the emotions that the songs 

on a mixtape would elicit,” says Kelsey Karper, Factory Obscura co-founder and director of logistical 

creativity. “So as you step into each environment you’ll experience one-by-one the feelings of joy, angst, 

love, melancholy, hope, and wonder.”

Karper explains that the emotions are derived from music that has inspired the artists themselves, 

and who together have built an experience that tells an authentic story about their journeys as individuals 

and as a collective.

“Every artist brought one song to the table that has touched us deeply somewhere along the 

way,” says Factory Obscura member artist Erin Latham. “Over multiple brainstorming sessions we talked 

about the music, what it meant to us, and how it made us feel. The Mix-Tape experience is an expression 

of all those feelings.”

That authenticity also extends to the physical components of the experience. From walls, stairs, 

and passageways to sculptures, dioramas, and embellishments, Factory Obscura artists have designed, 

constructed, fabricated, and installed every element with their own hands. The team includes carpenters 
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and welders, sculptors, visual artists, textile artists, poets, filmmakers, musicians, dancers, and designers, 

as well as a full tech team made up of electronic, light, sound, and projection artists.

The artists will host a special VIP opening for Mix-Tape annual pass-holders on Saturday, 

September 21, from 5:00 -10:00 PM. Passes include a full year of unlimited admission to Mix-Tape, and 

can be purchased in advance at factoryobscura.fun or at the door.

Meow Wolf Collaboration

Factory Obscura is excited to announce a first-of-its-kind collaboration with Meow Wolf, their 

friend and colleague in the immersive arts. The creative force of this momentous collaboration has 

created a new opening through time and space, linking Factory Obscura’s Mix-Tape in OKC to Meow 

Wolf’s House of Eternal Return in Santa Fe, allowing participants at both locations a way to communicate 

and collaborate in real time. 

“Collaboration and community-building is central to our mission,” says Tammy Greenman, Factory 

Obscura co-founder and director of strategic creativity, “so a collaborative creation with participants in 

another immersive experience more than 500 miles away doesn’t feel like a crazy thing to us at all. It 

feels exactly like the kind of thing we should be doing.”

“Guests can hear and see each other from respective sides, be it from Mix-Tape or from the 

House of Eternal Return -- they'll get to see a bit of both worlds,” says Slaton Spangler from the Meow 

Wolf tech team. “I think the piece is going to be really fun for guests to play with; it's definitely been really 

fun for me to play with in working with the Factory Obscura team.”

Just the Beginning

Even as they roll out their most ambitious project to date, Factory Obscura is driven by a much 

larger vision: an additional 50,000-square-foot permanent arts destination in Oklahoma City, with space 

for massive immersive experiences, interactive gardens, artist workshops, an event space, education 

center, and other community and creative spaces that are critical to the world they envision.

“This isn’t just about art,” says Greenman. “It’s about radical collaboration and community-

building. It’s about coming together to make something bigger than ourselves. It’s about arts education 

and healthy kids. It’s about thriving-wage jobs for artists and artisans. It’s about creating an environment 

where folks can take risks and experiment and do all the things to make this awesome city more 

awesome.”



The Mix-Tape experience was made possible by Steve Mason and Mason Realty Investors, who 

saw the collective’s vision and made a strategic investment in the belief that art can be a catalyst for the 

types of community-building and economy-building that contribute to a better Oklahoma. 

For more information, visit www.factoryobscura.fun. 
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Oklahoma City, OK, August 2019 — Factory Obscura, the art collective responsible for multiple 

temporary, immersive art experiences across Oklahoma City, announces the Phase 2 opening of its wildly 

popular Mix-Tape experience. The collective will unveil a 6,000-square-foot, hand-crafted, immersive art 

experience at its first permanent location on 9th Street in Automobile Alley. The unveiling will take place at 

a special VIP opening for Mix-Tape annual pass-holders on Saturday, September 21, from 5:00 -10:00 

pm. Passes include a full year of unlimited admission to Mix-Tape, and can be purchased in advance at 

factoryobscura.fun or at the door.
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ABOUT FACTORY OBSCURA

Factory Obscura is an art collective founded by Tammy Greenman, Kelsey Karper, Laura Massenat, Laurent 

Massenat, and Hugh Meade in 2017 to provide immersive art experiences, build a creative economy, and support 
arts education in Oklahoma City. With more than 30 member artists, Factory Obscura is working toward the 

establishment of a large-scale permanent home in Oklahoma City, providing year-round creative experiences and full-
time employment for artists. Factory Obscura is organized as a B-corporation, a for-profit social venture, with a 

portion of profits dedicated to supporting and creating innovative arts education. For more information visit 
factoryobscura.fun.

ABOUT MIX-TAPE

Mix-Tape is a 6,000-square-foot, hand-crafted, full-sensory immersive art experience inspired by the classic American 
art form that is the mixtape. It is the first permanent experience built by Oklahoma City-based art collective Factory 

Obscura. Mix-Tape is located on Oklahoma City’s Automobile Alley in the iconic building formerly known as The 
Womb, established as an experimental art space by psychedelic rock band The Flaming Lips. During Mix-Tape Phase 

1, the band’s immersive head trip experience known as The King’s Mouth is featured in the Mix-Tape lobby through 
August 25 with free admission. The Mix-Tape Phase 2 experience also includes a first-of-its-kind collaborative portal 

with the Meow Wolf House of Eternal Return experience in Santa Fe, New Mexico and is fully accessible to people of 
all abilities. For more information visit factoryobscura.fun. 


